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Wilderness Fire Management
in Region 8
Jim Lunsford

Fuels specialist, USDA Forest Service, Atlanta, GA

The Wilderness Act of 1964 (Act)
with amendments of 1978 mandates
that an enduring resource of wil
derness be acquired for the enjoy
ment of the American people and
for future generations. Wilderness is
defined as "an area where the earth
and its community of life are
untrammelled by man, where man
himself is a visitor who does not
remain." Wilderness is also defined
by the Act as an undeveloped Fed
eral area "protected and managed
so as to preserve its natural condi
tions and which... has outstanding
opportunities for solitude, ..." The
Act further directs agencies to man
age wilderness to preserve natural
ecological conditions.

II. ':'.: .:,t,

A tl unplanned man-causedtires are considered wildfires.

Policy

The current wilderness fire man
agement policy has two objectives:
I. To permit lightning-caused fires
10 play, OJ nearly as possible. their
natural ecological role within wil
derness. This means allowing a
lightning-caused (natural) fire to
burn. unrestrained, if it is burning
under conditions presumed to
have existed when fire burned
naturally-before man created
unnatural conditions by suppressing
all fires thus permitting natural
fuels to accumulate. No fire will be
ignited or allowed to burn without
documented, preplanned, and speci
fied conditions. If presumed natural
conditions do not exist at the time
the fire is ignited by lightning, the
fire must be declared a wildfire and
suppressed, following directions for
suppression of wildfires. Prescribed
fire may be used to reduce an
unnatural fuel accumulation to a
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level that represents natural condi
tions, whereby a naturally ignited
fire may burn without causing
unacceptable resource damage.
Specific objectives, standards, and
guidelines for each wilderness must
be documented in a Forest plan.
Man-caused fires must be consid
ered wildfires and suppressed as
such.
2. To reduce. 10 an acceptable
level. the risk and consequences of
wildfire within wilderness or escap
ingfrom wilderness. This permits
prescribed fire to be used to reduce
fuel accumulations to a level that
will ensure maintenance of the wil
derness character by preventing de
struction by wildfire. This objective
is twofold in that it protects both
the wilderness and the values out
side the wilderness. W hen treatment
of fuels and/ or protection outside
the wilderness will not ensure the

values outside the wilderness, pre
scribed fire may be used inside the
wilderness to ensure that a wildfire
will not escape from within the wil
derness, causing unacceptable dam
age to property and/or resource
values outside the wilderness.

Kinds of Fire

This policy seems to be compati
ble with the intent of the Wilderness
Act. Following then, there are only
two kinds of fire-wildfire and
prescribed fire:

• Prescribed fire by definition is a
wildland fire burning under pre
planned, specified conditions, to
accomplish specified resource
management objectives (FS M
5100).

• Wildfire is a wildland fire not
designated and managed as a
prescribed fire (FS M 5100).
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Suppression
Wilderness Fire Management in

FS M 2324 states that all wildfires
will be suppressed in accordance
with direction for wildfire suppres
sion in FS M 5130. The ohjective of
wildfire suppression is to suppress
all wildfires at minimum cost con
sistent with land and resource man
agement objectives and fire man
agement direction.

Fire management direction must
be developed in the Forest Land
Management Plan for each wilder
ness. Each wilderness must be iden
tified as a separate management
area.

Suppression strategies appropri
ate to meet management direction
range from direct control, minimiz
ing acreage burned, to more indi
rect methods of containment and
confinement.

Confine-To limit fire spread
within a predetermined area princi
pally by use of natural or precon
structed barriers or environmental
conditions. Suppression action may
be minimal and limited to surveil
lance under appropriate conditions.
The confine strategy is applicable
both inside and outside wilderness
as is all the suppression strategies.
The confine strategy is based on the
premise that the fire is a wildfire
and will be principally confined by
natural barriers such as streams,
lakes, rock slides, fuel breaks (road,
trails, etc.), weather conditions (i.e.,
high humidity or rain) or precon
structed fire breaks. Surveillance
and minimal line holding is the only
suppression action permitted. Sur
veillance must be approved by the
Regional Forester by approval of
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the Forest Land Management Plan
or interim plan as permitted. A
wildfire cannot be used to accom
plish management objectives such
as habitat maintenance or vegeta
tive diversity. However, these bene
fits may accrue as a result of appli
cation of other uses of fire. Should
conditions change from that used in
calculating the fire behavior indicat
ing the fire would be self-contained,
another strategy must be employed,
i.e., contain or control.

Contain-To surround a fire,
and any spot fires therefrom, with
control line as needed, which can
reasonably be expected to check the
fire's spread under prevailing and
predicted conditions. Use of the
contain strategy permits, in addi
tion to surveillance, the construc
tion of additional fire lines neces
sary to contain the fire based on
predicted behavior, as calculated
from weather forecasts and fuel
conditions. When the fire cannot be
contained as predicted because
uncontrollable conditions persist,
another strategy must be employed,
i.e.. control. Nonetheless, it is
imperative that the selected strategy
be reviewed each day to ensure the
strategy is applicable for the
upcoming burning period.

Control-To complete the con
trol line around a fire. and any spot
fires therefrom, and any interior
islands to be saved; burn out any
unburned area adjacent to the fire
side of the control line; and cool
down all hot spots that are imme
diate threats to the control line,
until the line can reasonably be
expected to hold under foreseeable
conditions. The strategy is self-

explanatory except that in wilder
ness areas, additional (wilderness
values) consideration must be
employed. Once the decision to
control has been made, then the fire
must be controlled and cannot be
reclassified.

This wilderness policy hinges on
economics and is best defined as
suppressing a fire when suppres
sion cost plus resource damages
would not exceed the value of the
resources protected. Once a wildfire
has exceeded the capability of
initial attack forces to suppress it an
Escaped Fire Situation Analysis is
the document used to determine the
appropriate suppression action. The
philosophy applies in wilderness as
well as outside wilderness. I n wil
derness we are expected to conduct
all fire management activities in a
manner compatible with overall
wilderness management activities
and also to give preference to using
methods and equipment that cause
the least
• Alteration of the wilderness

landscape.
• Disturbance of the land surface.
• Disturbance to visitor solitude.
• Reduction of visibility during

periods of visitor use.
• Adverse effects on other air

quality related values.
In suppressing wildfires in wil

derness one must consider the
effects of the suppression action on
the wilderness values versus the
effects the fire may have on wilder
ness values.

When a wildfire will be self
contained and is not causing
unacceptable resource damage, a
suppression effort other than

Fire Management Notes



surveillance would be inappropri
ate. The Regional Forester must
approve the use of surveillance.
When a wildfire is causing unac
ceptable resource damage or life
and! or property is threatened, the
appropriate suppression strategy is
control. Yet, in the control mode,
one must consider the effects of
suppression on overall wilderness
management 0 bjectives. A fire
burning with an intensity (low) that
can be suppressed at or near the
wilderness bou ndary, or even out
side the boundary, prior to causing
damage to private property, etc.,
may be better managed by not
initiating suppression action inside
the wilderness. The suppression
effort, unless conducted with hand
tools that will not leave a lasting
scar, may cause more damage than
the fire causes. The determination
on suppression action will have
been made in the planning process
for the Land Management Plan.
More explicitly, the plan should
state under what conditions and fire
intensity a fire will cause unaccept
able resource damage. These factors
should include a description of the
fuels, fuel loading, atmospheric
conditions, drought conditions, and
affected resources. The suppression
strategy is somewhat predetermined
during the planning process.
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In the absence of an interim plan
or completed Land Management
Plan, all wildfires will be controlled
in wilderness.

Prescribed fire
There are two types of prescribed

fire:
• Those ignited by lightning and

allowed to burn under pre
scribed conditions, and

• Those ignited by qualified
Forest Service officers.

Specific objectives, standards,
and guidelines for the use of pre
scribed fire within each wilderness
must be documented in a forest
plan (or interim plan if the forest
plan is not complete). Project funds
must be used to conduct all pre
scribed fire.

Prescribed fires ignited by Forest
Service officers may be used only
for fuels reduction that meets the
objectives of fire management in
wilderness. Do not use prescribed
fire to benefit wildlife, maintain
vegetative types, or improve forage
production unless it has been prior
to designation of an area as wilder
ness, or to enhance other resource
values. These benefits may result
from other uses of prescribed fire or
natural fire.

Before prescribed fire is used in
wilderness areas, the following con
ditions must be met:
• The use of prescribed fire or

other fuel treatment measures
outside of wilderness is not suf
ficient to achieve fire manage
ment objectives within wilder
ness. That is, when conditions
inside a wilderness'pose a threat
to values outside the wilderness,

then prescribed fire may be used
inside the wilderness to reduce
or eliminate that threat.

• An interdisciplinary team
recommends the use of pre
scribed fire.

• The interested public has been
appropriately involved in the
decision.

• Lightning-caused fires are not
allowed to burn because they
pose a serious threat to life
and! or property within the wil
derness or to life, property, or
natural resources outside the
wilderness.

The use of prescri bed fire in wil
derness for fuel reduction must be
approved by the regional forester.
Other uses of prescribed fire must
be approved by the Chief of the
USDA Forest Service. Such appro
val has been given only once and
that to promote the propogation of
a rare and endangered plant in
Shining Rock Wilderness in North
Carolina.

The plant is Golden Mountain
Heather (H udsonion Montana),
which is fire dependent and will
become extinct (theoretically) when
protected from fire. Prescribed fire
may also be used for range habitat
improvement provided the use was
practiced prior to the designation of
the area as wilderness.

Restoration of suppression action
must be accomplished by methods
compatible with wilderness man
agement objectives. The use of trac
tors for restoration is not inherent
in the approval of the use of' trac
tors for fire suppression. Carte
blanche use of power equipment in
wilderness is inappropriate.
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The wilderness fire management
model flow chart (fig. 1) can be
used to arrive at the appropriate
response to an ignition in
wilderness.

Two other significant points are
that a man-caused fire may be

managed as a prescribed fire out
side wilderness but must be consid
ered a wildfire inside wilderness.
When, in the process of conducting
a prescribed fire, conditions change
that render the prescribed fire "out
of prescription" and not capable of

being returned to prescription with
forces available using project funds,
the prescribed fire must be sup
pressed as a wildfire. Once a pre
scribed fire has been declared a
wildfire it cannot be returned to a
prescribed fire.

Flgure1 . Wilderness fire manageme1U model.

Ocntrcl"
(TractorlH, FSM513012)(Yes)

(No)

Life orprivate property
threatened, or
unacceptable resource
damage?

(No)

(Yes)

I
(No)

(Yes)

+
l...':~~~~J'~-----(NO)~'~--'~

,-----r---(Yes)

(Yes)...---I

I Confine I+--(Yes) Will firebeconfined by
naturaVprec:onstruetad
barriers?

(No)

(No)

(Yes)

I ContL I
»Controlcan be accomplished by tractor, handline crews, or both.
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)All other fires must be classed as
wildfire and suppressed according
to Forest Service policy.

I n developing the economic anal
ysis for selecting the suppression
strategy and tactics to employ, one
must consider the cost of removing
equipment from the wilderness, the
cost of restoration of surface dis
turbance, and the cost of loss of
property, as well as resource values,
when the fire burns outside the
wilderness ..•

Place a match
between the arrows
and read to yourself.

ONLY:
CANPR

-

el!l APublic Servia ofT1ris Newspaper & The Adverlui", Crnmc;/

lightning-caused fires to play their
natural role. Also, prescribed fire
may be used to reduce the fuel load
ing inside a wilderness when that
level of fuel loading poses a threat
to life and property inside the wil
derness or a threat to life and prop
erty or resource values outside the
wilderness, should a wildfire occur
inside the wilderness. Two types of
prescribed fire are permitted:
• Those ignited by lightning and

managed as a prescribed fire
burning under preplanned
conditions.

• Those ignited by forest officers
to meet the objective of fire
management in wilderness.

Summary

Wilderness fire management
direction will he defined in the
Land Management Plan. Suppres
sion of wildfire in wilderness must
use tactics and equipment that
cause the least impact on the wil
derness values which include:
• Alterations of the landscape.
• Disturbance of surface area.
• Disturbance to visitor's solitude.
• Reduction of visibility.
• Adverse effect on air-quality-

related values. .
Suppressing a fire inside a wil

derness may cause a greater impact
on wilderness values than the fire
will cause if suppressed outside the
wilderness. The Forest Service wild
fire suppression policy permits a
suppression strategy that is flexible
to allow an effort other than an all
out control action. The suppression
strategy selected must be based on
an economic analysis of the cost of
suppression versus the damage that
may be caused by the wildfire.

Prescribed fire may be used to
reduce unnatural fuel levels to a
natural level that will permit

Use of motorized equipment

Motorized equipment may be
used in wilderness provided the
place and circumstances are speci
fied in the forest plan and that the
use is necessary for management
and protection of the wilderness
resource. The approval for use of
tractors is limited to the Regional
Forester while the Forest Supervi
sor may approve the use of other
types of power equipment for a fire
emergency and far valid mining
claims.

1988 Volume 49, Number 1 7
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Know Thy Neighbor-The Key
to Unified Command
Douglas J. Riley

Park ranger, Delaware Water Gap National Recreation
Area, National Park Service, Columbia. NJ

Multi-agency cooperation is the strength ofshe unified command .I'(rtlclure.

'\ Unified command, as used in the
Incident Command System (ICS),
is defined as "a method for agencies
or individuals who have either geo
graphic or functional jurisdiction at
an incident to come together in a
common organization, determine
overall objectives, and select the
strategy and action to achieve the
objectives." What this means, essen
tially, is that during a multi-agency
incident, any agency that has a
"jurisdictional interest" in the inci
dent should participate as an active
member of the unified command.
The makeup of the unified com
mand structure will depend on:
• The location of the incident, i.e.,

which political jurisdictions are
involved.

• The kind of incident, i.e., which
functional agencies of the
involved jurisdictions are needed
to handle the incident.

Under ICS, a unified command
structure is called for under two
basic sets of circumstances:
• The incident is totally contained

within one jurisdiction, but
more than one department or
agency shares the management
responsibility because of the
nature of the incident, the kinds
of resources required, or the
statutory obligations, e.g., a
major passenger airliner crash.

• The incident is multijurisdic
tional in nature, e.g., a major
wildfire or a large-area
earthquake.

Under the unified command
structure, the unified command has
the responsibility for jointly devel
oping objectives, strategies, and
priorities. Once a consensus has

been reached regarding the incident
objectives, it is up to the Plans Sec
tion, in cooperation with the other
sections, to develop the Incident
Action Plan (lAP). Once the lAP
has been developed and approved
by the unified command, the opera
tions section chief is responsible for
carrying it out. Normally the opera
tions section chief will be from the
agency that has the greatest juris
dictional involvement. Designation
of the operations section chief
should be agreed on by all agencies
having jurisdictional and functional
responsibility at the incident.

One of the biggest fears that peo
ple seem to have regarding the uni
fied command structure is that they
will be "robbed" of their jurisdic
tional authority. However, the key
stone to unified command is that
jurisdictional authority will not be

compromised. What this means is
that all agencies having jurisdic
tional authority at a multijurisdic
tional incident should contribute to
the process of:
• Developing the overall incident

objectives.
• Selecting strategies.
• Ensuring that joint planning

for tactical activities is
accomplished.

• Ensuring that integrated tactical
operations are conducted.

• Maximizing the use of assigned
resources.

Another fear that people have
regarding the unified command
structure is that it is "management
by committee." Under a properly
run unified command structure,
nothing could be further from the
truth. In fact, the unified command
can actually help a large-scale inci-
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dent to run more smoothly since the
concerns and ideas of all involved
agencies are taken into account
when the Incident Action Plan is
developed. Were all of the involved
agencies to just go off and "do their
own thing," the incident could eas
ily turn into a three-ring circus at
best! As previously discussed,
once the Incident Action Plan is
developed, it is then the responsibil
ity of the Operations Section Chief
to implement it using all of the
resources assigned to the incident,
regardless of what agency they
represent.

It is in the operation of the uni
fied command and the selection of
the Operations Section Chief that
"knowing thy neighbor" comes into
play, as it is much easier to work
with a known quantity than with an
unknown quantity. By this I mean
that if you have made the effort to
"know your jurisdictional neigh
bors," you should already have a
fairly good grasp of their concerns
and ideas before a major incident
occurs. You should also have a
fairly good knowledge of their
available command and! or general
staff qualified personnel, as well as
their available resources. One way
to do this is to conduct multijuris
dictional preplanning sessions cen
tered around the various types of
emergencies that you could encoun
ter that would involve you and your
neighbors. By working together in
such planning sessions you not only
get to really know your neighbors,
but you also avoid needless duplica
tion on the part of the various
agencies involved. This is the time
to get everybody's thoughts, ideas,
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concerns, etc., out into the open
where they can be discussed and
worked into a viable preplan.
Ideally, this preplan should be field
tested in a multijurisdictional exer
cise so that any problems can be
ironed out before the real thing
happens. Once these preplans have
been completed they should be
reviewed annually by an inter-

agency working group for the pur
pose of updating and/ or revising
them as needed.

So, as you can see, getting to
"know thy neighbor" is a lot more
than just stopping by for a cup of
coffee now and then. It entails a lot
of hard work on the part of all
involved jurisdictions but, in the
long run, it is well worth it! •
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Leadership Strategies for Incident
Management Teams
T.e. Harbour, Jr.

District ranger, USDA Forest Service, Big Valley
Ranger District. Modoc National Forest, CA

A visible incident command team is an effective symbol ofteudership.

I

"

Leadership is a key in any suc
cessful venture and especially criti
cal in incident management. Lead
ership is the key to effectively
accomplishing identified incident
objectives. Recently, management
literature has analyzed some quali
ties of leadership. In the acclaimed
best-selling book. Leaders, by
Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus.'
the authors outline four leadership
strategies:
• Attention through vision
• Meaning through

communication
• Trust through positioning
• Deployment of self through

positive self regard and the Wal
lenda factor.

The authors' research led them to
conclude that successful and effec
tive leaders develop and utilize
these four strategies. They charac
terize leaders as those who are con
cerned with doing the right thing
and managers as those who are
concerned with doing things right.
They believe success is more
dependent on leadership than
management.

Based on my experience and
observations, I believe that the suc
cess of incident management teams
can be correlated to the points that
Bennis and Nanus make. I believe
successful incident management
teams. especially in the context used
by Bennis and N anus, are more
truly characterized as leaders than
managers. The authors believe lead
ers are effective (guiding activities

'Copyright 19l55. Published by Harper and
Row. Publishers. Inc.
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of vision and judgment), while
managers are efficient (mastering
routine activities). The book care
fully expounds on the substantive
differences between leaders and
managers. I would encourage those
interested to read and study the
book. It is an extremely worthwhile
and enjoyable text.

The first major point of "Lead
ers" is that leaders capture"Atten
tion through Vision" by:
• Creating focus. Unified focus is

the management of attention
through vision.

• Focusing on the leader's agenda.
The creation of focus of interest
also entails a capacity to obtain
focus on the agenda the leader
wishes.

• Creating agenda.
• Inspiring a vision that grabs.

• Being concerned with outcome.
• Managing attention that creates

a presence that attracts.
• Creating a playground appeal.
• Paying attention.

An incident management team
captures"Attention through
Vision" by:
• Focusing on line officers' clear

objectives and the actions the
team implements to accomplish
them.

• Focusing on clear delegation of
authority and clarity of per
formance standards.

• Clearly defining the task.
• Displaying and understanding

the Incident Commander's
objectives.

• Developing a vision to accom
plish the Incident Commander's
objectives.

Fire Management Notes



• Constantly focusing on the suc
cessful outcome of the incident
objectives at briefings/ debrief
ingsj planning meetings, etc.

The second major point of Bennis
and Nanus is that meaning is
created through communication.
This meaning is created and 'estab
lished as:
• Workers recognize and 'get

behind something of established
identity.

o There is dependence on the
existence of shared meanings
and interpretations of reality.
These shared meanings and
interpretations facilitate coordi
nated action.

o The actions and symbols of
leadership are evidenced, which
frame and mobilize meaning.

• There is influencing and organi
zation of meaning for members
of the organization.

o There is,understanding that get
ting the message across
unequivocally at every level is
an absolute key.

• Leaders manage meaning by
articulating, building models,
drawing pictures, making sym
bols, and through metaphors
and music.

o Leaders make something real
that wasn't there before.

o Leaders make something to get
behind.

The wayan incident management
team institutes leadership is by
making sure that:
• There is an established identity

and an understood purpose.
• There are shared meanings, a

comradeship of past ex peri- ...•..::
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ences, and a backbone of strong,
committed crews and
individuals.

• Incident Management Teams
clearly and visibly set up an
.organization and display it.

• The ,organization knows why
they are there and what job they
are to do.

o The message is displayed and
the task at hand is understood
by all .mernbers of the
organization.

• The actions and meanings of
successful teams mobilize mean
ing and build toward accom
plishment of a task.

• The accomplishment of a task
becomes a reality.

The third important point is that
there is "Trust through Position
ing." In the book, leaders are
defined in these terms:
• Trust is the lubrication that

makes it possible for organiza
tions to work.

• Trust is the glue that.maintains
organizational integrity. <

• The leader must be the epitome·
of clarity, constancy, and reli
ability. Through establishing the
position and more important,
staying the course, leadership
establishes trust.

, '

.~ " ,,',
. ,~.

• An organization possesses a
healthy structure when it has a
clear sense of what it is and
what it is to do.

• Leaders disclose themselves and
make themselves known to oth
ers: they clarify boundaries and
constraints and make them vis
ible. They lack hidden agendas.

An incident management team
builds confidence by making sure
that:
• Key individuals are organized

into a cohesiv~' unit; this pro
motes trust, constancy, and
reliability.

• There is a clear sense of what it
is the team is to do and even of
what the team is itself.

• Teams stay the course; there is
reliability and consistency.

• Objectives and meanings are
displayed "up front," with no
hidden agendas.

Nanus and Bennis also believe in
"Deployment of Self' through:
(A) Positive Self-Regard-
• Leaders are adept at recognizing

strengths and compensating for
weakness. This represents the
first step in achieving positive
self-regard.

o Leaders nurture the skills of dis
cipline, i.e., they develop talents.

o Leaders have the capacity to
discern the fit between one's
perceived skills and what the job
requires.

• The result of positive self regard
by leaders is induced positive
self regard in employees.

• Leaders have strong egos, but
not engulfing egos. They know
their worth and their talents.

11
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They know their skills. They
focus on doing "right things."
They focus on a goal and do not
deviate from it. They have posi-

. tive self regard and value,
respect, trust, and find strengths
in others.

(B) "The Wallenda Factor":
• Leaders put all of their energies

into their task. They simply
don't think about failure.

• For successful leadership to
occur there has to be a fusion
between positive self regard and
optimism about a desired
outcome.

I ncident management teams suc
cessfully deploy themselves when:
• Teams compensate for individ

ual weaknesses. They generate
a sense of feeling good about
the team and the incident
organization.

• There are very real objectives
that focus all the energies of
the organization into that task;
failure is not accepted nor
tolerated.

• The successful competition and
selection for team membership
at all levels leads to positive self
worth and healthy egos. These
personal benefits are achieved
through the symbiosis of team
association and membership.

• There is realism and tem
pered optimism about desired
outcomes.

Bennis and N anus conclude that
successful implementation of their
four strategies leads to empower..
ment and that effective leaders
empower others to translate inten
tion into reality and sustain it.

As incident management teams
implement the four strategies dis-

cussed in the book, they also
empower. As a result the entire
incident organization is infused
with:
• Significance-an understanding

that the accomplishment of the
Incident Commanders and Line
Officers objectives is very
important and worthwhile.

• Competence-a continued dem
onstration of skills exhibited
under obviously stressful
situations.

• Communications-a shared
experience and understanding.

• Enjoyment-a feeling of "a job
well done."

The final result is a successful expe
rience for all involved. Leadership
is a key to incident management
and those teams that lead the best
are most effective. _

Aforest fire could hityou right
where youlive.,

•-• A Public Service of the Ad Council. theri!!I U.S,DA.,Forest Service and your State Forester.
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Fire is the Tie That Binds
Linda Smith and Bonnee Turner

Respectively, graphics technician and training special
ist. National Advanced Resource Technology Center,
Marana, AZ

i

Coursefacultvfrom Chile, Spain. Mexico, Costa Rica, and the United Simes plotting course
slralegl'.

While Americans rallied last
summer to help their neighbors
fight the raging infernos in the for
ested West, firefighters in Chile
helped their Argentinian counter
parts put out a 20,000-acre fire in
the Andes Mountains.

What's so unusual about this
seemingly simple act of assistance is
that less than 10 years ago these
two countries were inches away
from going to war with one
another.

The camaraderie they developed
attending a firefighting course
brought them together.

Firefighting skills and friendship
are being exchanged again this year
as the Forest Service and several
Spanish-speaking countries prepare
for the fourth annual "Curse Inter
nacional de Combate de Incendios
Forestales" (international firefight
ing course), to be hosted by Mexico
in January 1988.

Eighteen course instructors from
Chile, Spain, Mexico, CostaRica
and the United States met October
5-9, 1987, at the National Advanced
Resource Technology Center
(NARTC), Marana, AZ, to put
together a master course needed for
an expected group of 60 interna
tional firefighting students. Empha
sis was directed toward wildfire in
Central and South America.

NARTC, the Forest Service's
national training center, was a logi
cal choice for the faculty meeting. It
provides coordination and support
for the bi-annual firefighting
course. It also has the staff and
equipment to generate hundreds of
lesson plan pages and visual aids
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(all in Spanish) in 4 days so they
could be hand-carried to Mexico
for reproduction.

The reunion was extra special
because several instructors attended
the first two courses as students
when NARTC hosted the pilot
courses in 1983 and 1984, Subse
quent courses have been in Argen
tina, Chile and Venezuela.

The firefighting course, which
pools knowledge from countries
with an array of experience levels, is
funded as the result of an agree
ment between the U.S, Agency for
International Development
(USAID) and the Department of
Agriculture's Office of International
Cooperation and Development.
That agreement formed the Disaster
Assistance Support Program
(DASP).

DASP is part of the Forest Serv-.
ice's International Forestry Pro
gram. It provides preparedness and
disaster help to countries on request
from the Office of U.S, Foreign
Disaster Assistance (OFDA).
DASP recently sent Forest Service
experts to Africa to help control a
severe locust and grasshopper
outbreak.

All the countries involved in the
international firefighting course
have responsibility for protecting
forested land and could ex perience
a disastrous wildfire situation.

Participants are employees of
their respective governments and
represent a melting pot of view
points. The countries involved knew
they'd have to break strong political
barriers if the course was to be suc
cessful. One of the first things the
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NA R H' Assistant Director Phil Parks brief....'[acultv Oft NA RTClu('ili'ie.~.

students did at the 1983 course was
to write and sign a charter. All
agreed to put aside prejudice in the
spirit of friendship and cooperation.

Jay Perkins, Forest Service
Course Steering Group Chairman
(who's Timber Management Officer
on the Klamath National Forest's
Ukonom Ranger District, Region
5-when he's not wearing his inter
national hat), remembers that
moment vividly.

"The first year was the roughest.
It was basically North Americans
putting the course together with
three Chileans. But it was probably
the most special because of the
friendships that were developed and
built on throughout the years,"

14
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Perkins knows the value of
friendship firsthand. He met Chil
ean instructor Fernando Maldo
nado when he (Perkins) was a
Peace Corps volunteer in Chile
from 1978-80.

Perkins' fluent Spanish, knowl
edge of Latin American culture,
and participation in other interna
tional forestry projects make him a
prime choice for this assignment.
He is joined by other Forest Service
faculty members: Gary Benavidez,
Fire Management Officer for the
Cibola National Forest's Magda
lena Ranger District, Region 3;
Paul Weeden, in charge of the
Forest·Service's Defense and Emer
gency Operations, Washington

Office.Fire and Aviation Manage
ment Staff; Robert Rodriguez, Fire
Management Officer, Illinois Valley
Ranger District, Siskiyou National
Forest, Region 6; and Pai Velasco,
Fire Management Officer for the,
Tonto National Forest's Payson
Ranger District, Region 3.

Perkins and Benavidez were at
the Andes Mountains fire this
summer. Maldonado quickly
acknowledges the brotherhood the
firefighting courses have fostered.
The United States sent personnel,
hoses, and pumping equipment. His
country (Chile) sent a 60-member
task force to help the Argentinians.

"That's the kind of friendship
created by these courses," he said.

Maldonado is a Planning and
Studies Section Chief, Fire Man
agement Department, for "Cor
poracion Nacional Forestal
(CONAF)," the Chilean "Forest
Service. "

Much of the country's timber is
on lands owned by private compa
nies, but the government plays a big
role in their prosperity by providing
reforestation incentives and some
firefighting assistance.

Maldonado says Chile's level of
firefighting sophistication is rela
tively strong in attack and suppres
sion but his co-workers want more
fire behavior knowledge. The
government allocates 45 percent of
its total forestry budget for fire
management and just replaced some
of its 14-year-old equipment with
almost $3 million worth of radios
and other goods purchased from
the United States and Canada.

Maria Luisa Alfaro, a forester in
charge of training for the National
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Park Service, Costa Rica, said she
is eager to pass on most phases of
firefighting knowledge to her coun
try, which is just beginning to put
emphasis on fire control. Alfaro
is the first female faculty member
and first Costa Rican course
representative.

The Forest Service shares its
wildland firefighting knowledge on
an international scale as part of a
1985 agreement between USAI D
and DASP. It's a major role,
according to Bonnee Turner,
NARTC training specialist in
charge of international fire training.
Turner attended the Steering Group
meeting in Mexico City in June this
year. She may go to Spain next
year to prepare for the 1990 course.

These guys wantvou
to stopwasting
your taxdollars,

Yet everysingle year, overone btl
lion in tax dollars goes up in smoke.
That's what it costs to protect our
nation's resourcesand fight wildfires.

So, think of these famous faces
next time you're in the greatoutdoors.
And remember, onlyyou can r.wI
preventforest fires. ~

AP.IJlicSwvin of""';'Nrw#lGfJn' (11MAdwmsiIC C-nl
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Turner rernarks.v'TheU nited
States has ~ great d~al of technol
ogy in wildland fire suppression.
We are sharing this knowledge, our
ex periences, and mistakes with
other countries. But we also must
realize that we can learn from oth
~rs as,they learn from us.

"To playa small role in a project
of this magnitude is adding a new
dimension to my career and giving
me an opportunity of a lifetime to
feel I am helping others in areas we
often take for granted."

Roberto Martinez, Host Country
Course Coordinator and Assistant
Director of Fire Control for the
Mexican government, is looking
forward to hosting the course Janu
ary 25 through February 12 in
Mexico City. The course will take

place at the government's "N atural
Resource Conservation Center," a
training facility that trains park
guards and provides other natural
resource related courses.

Most of Martinez's country's
lands are "ejidos" (community
owned). The government has fire
fighting responsibilities but is
assisted by people living in the
respective communities. Although
the international course will be:
attended only by government .
employees, his employees in turn
stage local firefighting courses.

international course topics this
year will include fire behavior, .
prevention and detection, fuels
management, safety, emergency'
management, suppression, and fire
analysis. Special emphasis will be
placed on basic firefighting with 4
days of working with hand tools
and an actual fireline exercise;

With the exception of Alfaro, all
the instructors were once students
in the course. It is considered an
honor to participate at any level.

The Forest Service's involvement
in providing firefighting knowledge
and assistance to other-countries
doesn't stop here. The Forest Serv
ice is working with OFDA and
USAID to develop a standardized
emergency management system sim
ilar to the Incident Command Sys
tem. The payoff, like the firefighters
course, will be much more than a
transference of knowledge.

"The firefighting course promotes
an exchange in technology between
countries and participants," Mar
tinez said. He paused, then smiled
and added, "Y ou also gain a lot of
friends." •
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A New Approach to Fire Research
in the South
James T. Paul and Robert C. Thatcher

USDA Forest Service, respectively. projectleader. Southern Forest Fire Laboratory. Southeastern Forest
Experiment Station. Dry Branch. GA, and assistant director, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station. Asheville. NC

An Institute of Meteorology and
Allied Sciences has been established
by the Southeastern Forest Exper
iment Station of the USDA Forest
Service at the Southern Forest Fire
Laboratory in Macon, GA (fig. I).
Incorporated as a not-for-profit
institution under the State laws of
Georgia, the institute will seek out
side funding from private founda
tions, forest industry, and State
forestry organizations to supple
ment appropriated funds for fire
research in the South. To facilitate
t his process, steps are also being
taken to secure a corporate Federal
income tax exemption under Sec-

Figure t-The Southern Forest Fire Labore
tory after dedication in /958.
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tion 501 (c) (3) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954. Such an
exemption will enable the Institute
to obtain support from private
foundations.

The idea of forming such an insti
tute resulted from two events: (I) a
continuing declin~ in research fund
ing in the Forest Service over the
past 10 years, and (2) a growing
need among southern forest manag
ers and landowners for new knowl
edge about effects of meteorology
on forestry.

The Forest Service fire research
unit led by James T. Paul at Macon
has two assigned problems: (I)

refining the National Fire Danger
Rating System to make it easier to
use and more applicable to eastern
forest conditions. This would
include improving equations to
predict stick fuel moisture (fig. 2)
from weather variables, and (2)
determining impacts and ways to
manage the impacts of forestry
smoke on highway visibility and
safety (fig. 3). These tasks will take
all of the appropriated resources of
the project for the next 3 years.

If the institute attracts significant
funding outside the Forest Service
appropriations process, additional
research can be done by Forest Serv
ice and cooperating scientists.
There are many attractive possi
bilities:
• Effects of weather conditions on

fire incidence and severity could
be better defined. Staffing
schedules for fire standby and
suppression could then be
improved.

• Better understanding of effects
of weather on tree seedling
establishment, growth, and sur
vival could lead to greater plant
ing success.

• If relations between weather and
insect or disease outbreaks were
better understood, damage to
forests might be reduced.

• Effects of long-term weather
conditions on forest growth and
decline in management size
areas could be determined. We
could then estimate local effects
of treatments like prescribed
burning or damaging aspects
like air pollution.

• Worldwide climatic information
could be related to the perform-
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Figure 2-Ten-hour lime tagfuel moisture
slicks.

l

Figure 3-Piled debris burning is a major
.source offorestrv smoke.
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ance of forests and associated
, biological systems in the South
ern United States,

The structure of the institute
permits work to go beyondlabora
tory studies into field application
and user feedback. Users can help
plan and execute studies, and
research results can be tested under
operational conditions. Cooperat
ing users can describe problems to
scientists. and they can disseminate
findings to associates once methods
are perfected.

Information resulting from the
expanded program can then be
broadly distributed through existing
organizations that normally com
municate with large numbers of
potential users. Such organizations
include USDA Forest Service State
and Private Forestry regional and
field offices, State forestry organi
zation offices, the Cooperative
Extension Service, service foresters
and county agents, consultants, and
forestry associations.

This approach is untried in fire
research, but there is already con
siderable interest in it. The first
measure of success will be the insti
tute's ability to attract funds and
energetic cooperators. It needs a
variety of people and organizations
willing to work together to resolve
problems of mutual interest.

If you want to help or if you
want more information on plans or
progress in the institute, telephone
or write to James T. Paul, Presi
dent, Institute of Meteorology and,
Allied Sciences, Georgia Forestry
Center, Route I, Box 182A, Dry
Branch, GA 31020; Telephone
9'12/744-0252 or FTS 238-0204.•

"'
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The Wings of Fire
Jack F. Wilson

Director, Boise Interagency Fire Center, Boise. ID

Almost as long as there have
been aircraft that could fly over the
forests and wildlands, there have
been dedicated, visionary, and
courageous men who have tried to
develop means to use the unique
abilities of aircraft to combat fires.
To these conceptual and innovative
pioneers we owe a great depth of
gratitude because they charted the
course that has led to the highly
efficient and sophisticated use of
aircraft in fire suppression that we
have today.

The use of aircraft in fire sup
pression closely parallels the history
of the aviation industry, As air
craft were developed and became
available, the characteristics and
capabilities of the machines were
translated into useable techniques
and methods to aid in firesuppres
sian. There is no clear and sequen
tial pattern in the genesis. of the use
of aircraft. Many of the applica
tions among the various types of
aircraft were occurring con~ur

rently, and being worked on by the
same people. The community was
not large, but it operated in a wide
scope of activity.

There were three fairly well iden
tified periods of time when particu
lar events and progress were made.
These were the intervals between
the various wars when the aircraft
developed for military purposes
became available for use in fire
suppression. The first period was
from 1919 to about 1940, and the
World War I and the first genera
tions of commercial aircraft were
developed. The second period was
from 1946 to about the early 1960's,
when the aircraft developed from
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World War \I became available in
thecivilian sector. This was the pis-

. ton engine era of the multi-engine
large transport and bomber. The
third era followed the Vietnam
War, and was the heyday for the
turbine engine helicopter, though
the helicopter was around in the
late 1940's.

One of the earliest incidents of
aircraft use in the fire program
traces back to a meeting in a bar in
San Francisco, CA in early spring
of /919 between one Coert Dullois
of the USDA Forest Service and
Major H.H. "Hap" Arnold of the
U.S. Army Air Corps. (Larkins
1964). They agreed to a program to
fly fire detection flights over the
Sierra Nevada Range beginning
June 1,1919. Twelve DH4-B's flew
for 2 months, and discovered 550
fires. In assessing the damages of
the severe 1919 fire season the
supervisor of the Idaho National
Forest, Emile Grandjean stated
..Aeroplane patrols and the
increased Use of wireless telephones
and the possible use of gas grenades
and bombs might be helpful in fire
suppression." (Larkin 1986).
Encouraged by the success, in 1920,
37 aircraft flew over 1300 patrols
and discovered 1632 fires. (Wilson
1978). This program was brought to
a halt.in 1926 for lack of funding; a
problem that to this day plagues the
Use of aircraft in forest firefighting.
Without the ayailability of the
government aircraft, the program
Was shifted to private enterprise,
and whatever was done was not
documented. In 1925, Forest
Inspector Howard Flint and Lt.
Nick Marner began a patrol opera-

-. tion from Spokane, W A. These two
were the inspiration of many of the
subsequent uses of aircraft. particu
larly in the Northern Rocky Moun
tains. The emphasis had shifted to
air supply to fire camps and sta
tions, and much of the 1920's was
devoted to refining these techniques
and building the support facilities
(Larkin 1986). During the early
depression years, mining again
became a popular avocation in the
mountain States, and the supply of
these isolated mining camps
depended on aircraft. At this time,
Flint, Marner, and Bob Johnson at
Missoula, MT became active in this
work. and a new Travelaire. a
tough, single engine aircraft. was
acquired, and some new concepts
originated (White & Florek 1953).
A Utah based forester, T.J. Pearson
suggested using smokejumpers for
initial attack (Larkin 1986). The
official reaction was that if was
much too dangerous and wholly
impractical. This did not deter Flint
and others from continually explor
ing more things-to do withaircraft
for fire suppression. While the
dropping of personnel was not con
sidered for another decade, the
dropping of cargo was developed
rapidly in both the United States
and Alaska.

Water Bombing
As early as 1929, Flint and

Marner had dropped kegs of water
from a Ford trimotor aircraft (Lar
kin 1986). Also, in 1931 C.J.· ..Red..
Jensen flying out of Sacramento
claims to have dropped water on
fires near Oroville, CA from water
hoppers mounted astraddle the
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Figure I-Smokejumpen hoarding plane in Montana. /945.

I

I

1
cockpit of a WWI aircraft (Wilson
1978). The Forest Service in 1935
chartered an Aerial Fire Control
Experimental project to test SOme

of the water and bombing projects
of Flint and others, but unfortu-.
nately about the same time a report
from the University of California
Physics Department "proved Con
clusively" that no water would ever
get to the ground, so most of the
efforts were scrubbed (Larkins
1964). This report set the concept of
water bombing (retardant) back 10
years, and it was not until after
WW II ended that efforts to
develop in this area again began.
Work with the smoke jumping con
cept started again in the late 1930·s
in both Regions I and 6. On July
12,1940 at 3:57 PM MST on Mar-
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tin Creek in the Nez Perce National
Forest Rufus Robinson and Earl
Cooley made the first smokejumper
drop on a going fire from a Travel
aire flown by Dick Johnson of the
Johnson Flying Service at Mis
soula, MT (Smith 1979). This
marked the real beginning of the
smokejumper program.

Quite by accident the water
bombing concept revived after the
crew of the prototype DC-7 trans
port aircraft elected to jettison his
ballast load (water) over the runway
at Palm Springs Airport. The 1,300
gallon load produced awet strip
200 feet wide and nearly a mile
long, and discredited the longstand
ing University of California Physics
Department study (Wilson 1978).
Free fall tests were continued. and

in 1954, Project FIRESTOP, a
project headed by Dr. Keith Arnold
of the Forest Service's Range and
Forest Experiment Station in Cali
fornia (now called Pacific South
west Forest and Range Experiment
Station) began to "test the feasibil
ity of holding small fires in check
by dropping water or chemicals on
them in free fall" (M urphy 1983).
Project FIRESTOP opened the
door to a host of innovative ideas.
One of interesting significance to
the new wonder world of foam was
a project done at Camp Pendleton
by Major Warren Schroeder,
USMC. He designed a tank with
glass windows at each end, and at
tached a detonator to these panels
that was controlled electrically. He
carried this under a Douglas AD-2.
made a low level pass, and spread a
fcarn line 50 feet wide and 300 feet
long. This was done in 1954 (W il
son 1978).

It is interesting to note that from
1923'untillate 1939 the Federal fire
agencies did not attempt to "own"
aircraft. They depended heavily on
the private sector. In 1938 Region 5
became the proud owner of a Stin
son Reliant.-probably the firsl air
plane purchased by the USDA
Forest Service. A Stinson Voyager
was purchased in 1946 in Region 4
(Larkin 1986). After World War II,
with the advent of the surplus mil
itary programs, a strong move
to'ward owning and operating air
fleets began. .

Fire Retardant Delivery
One of the first concerted efforts

in developing a coordinated retard
ant .program began with the work
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of Joe Ely, Fire Control Officer of
the Mendocino National Forest at
Willows, CA in early 1955. A fleet
of N3N's and Stearman aircraft
(Navy and Army versions of a bi
wing training aircraft) that had
been successfully used in agricul
tural crop spraying were modified
to drop water and chemicals. They
could carry up to 150 gallons, but
usually carried 120. The first Air
Tanker Base was developed at
Chester, CA by Joe Gorrell, and
consisted of a I,OOO-galion tank,
mixing equipment. pumps, air
delivery systems, and housing for
t he crews. In 1956, seven aircraft
became a part of California's fire
fighting force (Murphy 1987).
Initially these aircraft dropped
water, but in 1957 a chemical called
sodium calcium borate, a product
mined in Death Valley, CA was
introduced as a retardant. From
this came the term "Borate
Bombers." Borate was a sterilant ,
very heavy and abrasive. and
caused several mechanical problems
to the aircraft. so active searches for
new products in rapid order moved
through bentonite, Algin Gel-a
product from sea weed. to some
very complex formulations. At the
same time the development of
larger aircraft and better tan king
systems was ongoing. In late 1956,
the USDA Forest Service acquired
eight surplus TBM (Navy Torpedo
Bomber) aircraft, and a 400-gallon
tank was constructed by the Cali
fornia Division of Forestry at
Davis. By 1957 there were 26
TBM's in operation (Wilson 1978).
A unique management system
evolved ..The Forest Service owned
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Figure 2-So(litI1l1 co/dum borate drop.

the aircraft, but they were con
tracted to a private operator who
then maintained and operated them
for the Forest Service. The first
TBM's came to the intermountain
area in t he summer of 1959 when
the Reeder Flying Service in Twin
Falls, ID received three of these air
craft, and they were extensively
used and tested by the two BLM
Districts and the Sawtooth
National Forest. The trend toward
the larger, faster, larger-load-capa
city aircraft moved rapidly. The
B-25 came into Boise in 1959 when
Bob Savaria introduced his fleet.
Bob was also working on a KC-97,
a monster, 400-gallon-plus-aircraft,
and it was used on Idaho fires in
1959 at Blacks Creek. Jim Larkin
flew as co-pilot. It was again used
in California in 1960, but vanished
from the scene until resurrected in
Alaska in 1984 for use in the State
of Alaska. In rapid succession came
the B-25, B-26, B-18, PY2, PBY,
PB4Y2, AF, AJ, c-t 19, P2Y, F7F,
the military vintage aircraft. and

then the civilian airliners that had
become obsolete for passenger
transport-the DC-4, DC-6, and
the DC-7. All were reciprocating
engine aircraft, though the C-119
and the P2Y were jet assisted.

In 1971,the State of California
received four twin-engine Grumman
S2-F tracker aircraft on bailment
from the U.S. Navy. The aircraft
were later transferred to the USDA
Forest Service and are still on loan
to the California Department of
Forestry. There were as many as 19
in operation by CDF. This repre
sented a major change in the philos
ophy of management, for these
aircraft were owned by the Forest
Service and operated by the State.
Tanks were designed for the S2-F
by Floyd Wakeley, one of the pio
neers in tanking design.

In 1972, after receiving great
pressure from the aerospace indus
try and local constituencies to use
military aircraft to assist in suppres
sion on large fires, the Lockheed C
130, a military heavy cargo aircraft,
was equipped with a specially
designed pressure system that was
easily attached inside this aircraft.
This aircraft would carry 3,000 gal
lons of retardant. It was very suc
cessful, and an additional seven sys
tems were purchased in 1974. These
are still operational today. Eight
modular airborne firefighting sys
tems (MAFFS) are now available.

At the peak of the large retardant
era, as many as 110 aircraft were
available. Today there are only
about 60. This does not include
MAFFS or State aircraft. Now
again, the old bugaboo-lack of
funds-is making severe inroads:
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We are again beginning to look at
"small air tankers" from the crop
spraying area. BLM is particularly
active in this area.

Daring, innovative pioneers have
helped advance the use of aviation
in fire management to this point.
More successful aircraft innova
tions will follow as long as safety
and cooperation are our
watchwords.•
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nitude.•
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Role of Social Science in the
Urban/Wildland Complex
John M. Bethea

Florida State forester (retired), Tallahassee, FL

In these days when we read so
, much about stress, it's no wonder
that people who work in high
pressure jobs are choosing more
and more often to build a home in a
natural setting. We know how'
relaxing it can be to have the pri
vacy and other benefits of a home
in a wooded area. We shouldn't be
surprised, then. at the growing
trend toward wildland sites for
homes, as either primary residences
or a home away from home.

To be realistic, I think we have to
accept the fact that people are going
to live wherever they choose to live
and why they choose to live in a
certain location is not something we
can change, even if it jeopardizes
their lives and property. What we
can work to change. however, is
how fire agencies protect people
who choose to live in wildland/ur
ban interface: and also how people
can better protect themselves.

We know people are going to
build in this environment; we're not
going to reverse a trend that's been
growing for more than 40 years.
People in California realized after
World War II that it was nice to get
away from the city.

In Florida, where nearly half of
our land area is forested, we face a
truly serious problem. In May 1985,
we lost more than 100 expensive
homes in Palm Coast, an area that
many people would not have consi
dered a wildland/urban setting. The
development was built in what was
at one time a planted forest, and
many of the trees were left among
the homes. It wasn't like a forest in
the usual sense of the word. There
was a golf course, paved roads,
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shopping centers, community build
ings and lot of open spaces.

In short, a trained observer might
have seen the hazards, but it would
have taken a very knowledgeable
citizen to look around Palm Coast
and feel any concern that he and his
neighbors were placing themselves
in harm's way. It just didn't look
like the kind of development that
could become a blazing inferno and
destroy some 100 homes and melt
their contents, which included ga
raged cars, television sets, and
refrigerators. But that's exactly
what happened on May 17, 1985, a
day we still refer to in Florida fire
fighting circles as "Black Friday."

A survey conducted about a year
after the Palm Coast fire revealed
~everal things that could have made
a difference. One of the most
important was the proximity of fuel
to the structure. Another of signifi
cance involved building materials.
The study showed that 57 percent
of the homes burned where the fire
burned. in the tops Of crowns of
trees; but only 12 percent burned
where the fire did not crown. The
crown fires occurred most often in
those areas where ground fuel was
present and fed the fire, allowing it
to move from the ground into the
branches. We need to emphasize
this hazard to owners of homes in
these settings' because they can
reduce the ground fuel themselves
to minimize this danger.

Obviously, we knew that certain
building materials would be more
susceptible to fire damage than oth
ers. What surprised us most was the
role of soffit vents. Our District
Forester, who initiated and guided

the fire survey, noticed that homes
having fiberglass soffit vents seemed
to have suffered more damage or
been more likely to be destroyed
than homes with metal or plastic
vents. He speculated that the fiber
glass soffit vents melted quickly
from the heat of nearby fires and,
as heat built up in the houses, the
convection of air through the
melted vents increased and pulled
embers into the attics.

He said it appeared that the
metal and plastic vents did not
melt, and kept the embers from get
ting into the attic.

This is not intended to be a criti
cism of fiberglass. I'm merely point
ing out a conclusion that we
reached on the basis of our survey
findings. Whether our conclusion
with regard to the soffit vents is
correct will have to be verified by
further study.

We eannot overlook any possibil
ity when it comes to precautions
that we should urge people to take
when they build in the wildland/ ur
ban interface.

Fire intensity as determined by
whether the fire crowned or stayed
on the ground was the dominant
factor in our analysis. This was fol
lowed by soffit vent material, type
of exterior, and brush and tree

. clearance. Another factor we
uncovered was fire moving from the
fuels of undeveloped lots to ignite

. homes on adjacent lots. Because of
this, we believe that eliminating
those fuels by controlled burning
would have lessened the damage
and destruction in Palm Coast.

So where do we stand with
regard to fire protection in the wild-
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land/urban interface? I'm sure we
can agree that protecting those
homes from wildfires is going to
continue to be a problem that needs
more study and more research.

We have so much to do in fire
management and research that it's
overwhelming. However, we must
look at the whole picture in order
to find areas where we stand the
greatest chance of improving our
fire programs. And we must be
practical, targeting carefully our
scarce financial resources.

I do not believe that our best
interests lie in sociological research.
What difference does it make why
people choose to live in wooded
areas? Findingthe specific answer
to that question might be intellectu
ally interesting but would serve no
practical purpose and would merely
consume precious dollars that could
be spent on more valuable research.

I see five major areas that require
OUf attention if we are to ~.ope with
this continuing problem. Let me list
them-not necessarily in the order
of their importance-and then dis
cuss them. The five areas I would
emphasize are:
I. Firefighter training.
2. Equipment.
3. Mutual aid and cooperation.
4. Subdivision and home design.
5. New technology in building ma

terials.

I. Firefighter Training
Most firefighters are trained to

fight either structural fires or wild
land fires. Forestry personnel are
not trained or equipped to fight
structural fires, and municipal fire
departments are usually not trained

'~ :"? ,,' ': ,.
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or equipped to fight a wildfire. In
both cases, the firefighters are
forced to adopt suppression tactics
for which they are neither equipped
nor trained. .

So what we need to develop is a
program aimed at training wildland.
firefighters in the techniques used to
suppress wildland as well as struc-~

tural fires. This should be modified
as necessary, of course, so that
major emphasis is placed on the
type of fire most likely to be
encountered, but with enough
attention to the other type so that
firefighters will know what to do in
different situations.

2, Equipment
Equipment is designed much lik,,:'

our firefighters are trained-c-to" .';';
handle either structural or wildland ..
fires. Tractor-plow units don'tcarry
water hoses and water wagonscan't
plow fire lines; yet there are occa
sions when each typ'-of firefighter
wishes he had the other kind of
equipment.

I don't know what the answer is
so I'll fall back on that old cliche
that "surely a nation that put a man
on the moon can design a piece of
equipment that can fight both struc
tural and wildland fires." Some
work is being done in that area
now.

3, Mutual Aid and Cooperation
Mutual aid and cooperation is an

area where we have come a long
way-but there is much still to be
done.

The National Interagency Inci
dent Management System (NIIMS)
combines the best elements of the

structural and wildland fire man
agement systems. It allows all
emergency response agencies to
work together under a common
plan without losing any of their
pride, identity, or independence.

Florida was one of the first State
forestry agencies to adopt NIIMS,
and our experience in 1985, when
an estimated 150,000 acres of wood
land were burning at one'tirne, co.n
firmed our opinion ofNIIMS as
an effective way to handle any.
emergency.

On Black Friday, civilian defense
units, local volunteer and municipal
fire departments, the National
Guard, and Federal agencies
worked together as a smoothly

-; operating team, and that reinforced
iheefforts of' each agency. The
result was quick response to emer
gency situations, almost immediate
movement of personnel to critical
areas, and a well-orchestrated
media relations program that kept
the press up to date on develop
ments.

Nil MS has proved itself to be a
viable means by which various
agencies can cooperate with each
other in time of emergencies,
whether these be fires, hurricanes,
flood, or drought. Our big push
here then should be mainly to
encourage those agencies that are
not now members of NIIMS to join
with us.

4. Subdivision and Home Design
If we are to do anything about

subdivi~ion and home design, we
will have to conceive a broad edu
cational program. Such a program
must reach developers, horne-



The National tnseragencv Mallukemem-System has ottowed the Florida emergency agencies to

elli.'l'lil'elr combine their rrsonrres.

owners, fire protection agencies
local and regional planners,.
the media, insurance carriers,
builders, contractors, and- archi
tects. All of these people and agen
cies to one degree or another can
influence the type of homes built in
the wildland! urban interface.

There is no need to discuss each
one separately because I believe
their effect on developments in the
wildland/urban interface is self
explantory. Each, by direct action
or interaction with the others, can
bring about an awareness-of the
hazards of forested communities
and cause action to be taken to
minimize these hazards.

5. New Technology in Building
Materials
Finally, we need to push for new

technology in building materials.
Well developed marketing tech-
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niques can be applied here with the
confidence that the people are a
representativemix of society in that
area.

There are alreadyon the market
such products as fire resistant- wood
that survives flames that turn ordi
nary wood to ashes. We need to
encourage more research into prod
ucts like this, and to studies that
might indicate, as our- Palm Coast
study did, the possibility that cer
tain materials might add to fire
hazard.

Meeting the Challenge
I believe you will all agree that

our lives are filled with challenges.
We must react to these challenges;
we must learn to adjust-to adapt
effectively to the changes taking
place in our total environment.
That's an effective survival philos
ophy that separates the progressive

achievers from those who clingto
the "Let's Don't Change" philos
ophy, which is counterproductive
and can be fatal.

We must continually modify our
thinking and our actions. We can't
think and act today as we did just a
few years ago. Our environment has
changed and continues to change
too much for that.

I really don't believe we can elim
inate the problem. Because of what
society is doing and because of
circumstances that can come
together-the circumstances of
geography, the layout of the wild
land/urban community, the wea
ther, and the fuel-a catastroph-
ic situation can always occur. But
we can significantly reduce the like
lihood, and when it does happen,
we can reduce the severity.

Keeping our responsibilities
attuned to the needs of the com
munities we serve will continue to
be one of our greatest challenges.
I'm sure we have the desire, the
ability, and the spirit to meet the
challenge. •
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Wyoming Engine Strike Teams
Michael H. Gagen

Assistant State forester. Fire Management,
Cheyenne, WY

i
I

For the fourth year running. the
Wyoming State Forestry Division
has dispatched excess military 2\1,
ton 6x6's on loan from the USDA
Forest Service in the form of 1.000
gallon engines (ICS Type 3/5) to
fire complexes requiring engine
assistance. The most recent activity
included 24 engines dispatched to
northern California to the Klamath
and Shasta-Trinity National
Forests. The unusual portion of this
package consisted of county volun
teer firemen trained and equipped
to Interagency standards for
national dispatch. The package
included one carded engine boss
and two engine operators per
engine with strike team leaders and
State Forestry Liaison.

The engines are dispatched in
five-engine strike teams on com
mercial or county lowboy trailers
with two 6x6 engines per lowboy. A
sixth engine is always sent, as a
spare, for which the fire is not

charged unless it's used during a
breakdown of the other units.
Because of the engines' military
nature, spare parts in some form of
a cache always accompanies each
strike team. For strike teams in
excess of 18 engines. a qualified
mechanic with military equipment
background is also dispatched.
Large fires usually have National
Guard units present that have
always been willing to assist with
wreckers for repairs, etc. Their tac
tical units also have tires and wheels
in common with the strike team
engines, which at times has facili
tated emergency repairs.

The value and advantage of these
engines are their structural fire
fighting capability and their all
terrain features. They represent a
compromise structural/wildland
engine with crews trained to handle
either structural protection or sup
pression in addition to wildland
hoselays, line holding during burn-

"

Engines are capable of hot line suppression
on cal lines Of line holding during humOUT.
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Engines awaiting lowboys for loading and dispatch 10 Ktamatn National Forest, /987.
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Wild We.\'1 logo wed on Tvshirrs. jackets, and
magnetic decals being designedfor the engines.

out, or hot line suppression. Lim
itations of these strike teams are the
2-week limit on fire line supression
in addition to travel time and the
need to relieve' crews at that time.

Cost advantages include straight
time pay with no overtime or per
diem during travel for the county
firemen in addition to a consoli
dated itemized bill for the entire
strike team for cost analysis.•
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The National Fire Management
Analysis System: Flexible Tool
Kimberly A. Brandel

Fire planning assistant, Fireand Aviation Manage
ment, USDA Forest Service, Washington. D'C

•
"

The National Fire Management
Analysis System (NFMAS) is a
computerized 'process used to iden
tify the annual.fireprogram and
budget that will provide the most
economically efficient fire protec
tion OVer time. NFMAS is based
upon 10 or more years of historical
data and economic efficiency. The
system exhibits fire fighting costs
and changes in resource values that
are likely to occur at various fund
ing levels. The system can also be
used to identify objectively the most
cost effective program mix at a
given funding level. .

The analysis system estimates-the
expected annual average Fighting
Forest Fire cost (FFF) and net
resource value change (N RVCj.Ior
a given Forest Fire Protection.
(FFP) budget based on that budget
heing held constant over a IO-year
period. Since the actual severity of
the fire season varies, the FFF and
NRVC experienced in a given year
may not match the predicted aver
age. Therefore. the FFP budget for
a given year may be more or less
than the actual needs of that year.
However, the FFP budget identified
by NFMAS will minimize these
annual differences and result in the
lowest overall program cost over
time and provide an adequate level
of forest fire protection.

Development of the National Fire
Management Analysis System

Prior to 1978, USDA Forest Ser
vice suppression capabilities were
planned for achieving control of
fires at 10 acres or less on 90 per
cent of the days during fire season.
Control was to be obtained by 10
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a.rn. the day following the first
burning period. The expectation of
this planning philosophywas that
aggressive initial attack would min
imize costs. "Contrary to expecta
tions, fire management expendi
tures rose sharply after imple
mentation of the 10-acre policy.
Presuppression costs increased
from $47 million in 1971 to $124
million in 1976. Suppression costs
also increased during the Same
period. However; corresponding
reductions in losses did not
materialize.

As a result of this 'record, in 1976
the Chief directed that an analysis
of fire planning methods and a
study of presup pression effective
'ness be made, The. Office of Man
agement andBudget (OM B), look
ing at increasing fire budget
requests, issued a similar request.
The analysis was conducted by the
Policy Analysis Staff group in the
Washington Office and was com
pleted in 1977, The study suggested
that fire management dollars were
not being spent in the most effective
manner. As a result of the study,
national fire management policy
was revised to incorporate variable
fire suppression standards based
upon land management objectives
and values at risk in the area of
consideration. The revised policy
directed that fire management pro
grams be cost-efficient. Shortly
after the policy was adopted, the
Forest Service initiated the devel
opment of a new fire planning pro
cess designed to reflect the positive
link between fire expenditures and
benefits. For the first time, an eco
nomic efficiency criterion was for-

.'maliy introduced as a principal
component of fire management
program planning,

Implementation of the revised
policy was difficult. Analytical tools
Were not yet available to help esti
mate the efficiency of various fire
management programs. Annual
program proposals continued to be
based on the 1972 planning process
and, as a result, costs continued to
increase. Congress, alarmed with
the rising costs of presuppression
spending, directed the Forest Serv
ice in 1979 to conduct and incor
porate into future budget requests a
cost/ benefit-analysis of the fire
management program.

The new planning process was
not ready foruse when Congress
requested the cost/benefit analysis,
Therefore, the Forest Service used
the "FOCUS ",program to comply
withCongress's request. "FOCUS"
was developed in the early 1970's by
researchers at the Riverside Fire
Lab with the anticipation that it
would gain acceptance as the
national planning tool. "FOCUS"
subsequently proved to be a com
plex tool that didn't adequately
meet total planning needs. Lacking
an alternative, the Forest Service
carefully used the program for the
initial analysis of six National
Forests. The analysis only
addressed ground and air initial
attack. Although Congress
responded favorably, the analysis
was not adequate as the basis for a
total national fire management
budget.

In 1980 the new fire planning
process, the Initial Attack Assess
ment module (IAA), was used on
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an operational basis to develop the
fire management budget request.
Forty-one National Forests were
selected to represent the range of
fuel and fire behavior situations on
National Forest System lands. The
results of the analysis were extrapo
lated to the-total National Forest
System area to determine total dol
lar needs at the forest level. Costs
for regional and national level pro
grams and for national shared rein
forcement resources were added to
the forest budget needs to deter
mine the National Forest System
FFP budget.

The results of the analysis were
successful and resulted in the devel
opment of an internal commitment
to the analysis process. The IAA
module subsequently was revised to
incorporate needed improvements
that were identified during its initial
use. The process also was ex panded
to integrate with land management
planning and program development
and budget. Starting in 1981. the
Washington Office encouraged the
Regions to implement the analysis
on all National Forests with a sig
nificant fire program. In 1983 the
analysis was formally designated as
the National Fire Management
Analysis System.

NFMAS has been reviewed and
accepted by the USDA, OMB, and
the House and Senate Appropria
tion Committees. The National
Association of State Foresters has
accepted the system as a basis for
evaluating the efficiency of non
Federal wildland protection
programs.

NFMAS is now used by other
State and Federal agencies. In 1982
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a pilot study was conducted that
used the analysis to determine the
most efficient level of fire protec
tion on non-Federal wildlands.
Individual States started using the
analysis in 1983. Today 90 percent
of the States use the analysis. The
Bureau of Land Management
initiated a pilot study of the analy
sis in 1986 and will implement the
process in 1988.

Planning with the National Fire
Management Analysis System

N FM AS is used by the Washing
ton office of the Forest Service to
identify the most efficient national
program level, assess national con
sequences of constrained budgets,
compare relative efficiency of pro
gram levels among Regions, and
su pport fire budget and program
recommendations to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, OMB,
and the Congress. NFMAS is used
on the regional level to compare the
relative efficiency of fire program
levels among National Forests.

The most important and valuable
uses of NFMAS extend beyond
identifying the most efficient fire
protection budget leveL Many fire
managers believe that NFMAS can
be shelved after the most efficient
budget level is identified. Not so!
The use ofNFMAS for fire plan
ning is only limited by the creativity
of the planner.

M any examples of innovative
applications of N FM AS are avail
able. The State of Utah used
N FMAS to prioritize engine place
ment. North Dakota has used
NFMAS to rank county needs in
terms of allocating Federal grant

dollars and excess property. The
current national airtanker program
level was determined through
NFMAS outputs. NFMAS also has
been used to determine whether
investments in Federal excess prop
erty are cost effective.

NFMAS can be used to examine
endless "what if' alternatives. At
the National Forest level, NFMAS
has been used to provide support
for operational decisions regarding
the makeup of initial attack forces.
F or example, several National
Forests have analyzed the impact of
using ground forces in lieu of heli
tack crews. Additionally, the conse
quences of substituting small heli
copters for medium helicopters
have been studied using NFMAS.

Other examples of NFMAS use
include: evaluating alternative dis
patch strategies at the local level;
determining the effect of preposi
tioning initial attack forces; analyz
ing response time for initial attack;
evaluating the impacts of funding
allocations; and determining protec
tion responsibilities for agencies
contemplating joint protection on

. adjacent lands.

The Future of the National Fire
Management Analysis System

The concept 01 economic effi
ciency embodied in NFMAS has
finally provided the opportunity for
stability in fire planning and analy
sis. Management does not antici
pate any major changes in the pro
cess in the future. The objective of
the system is to maintain a stable
planning process that continues to
meet users' needs. Minor revisions
may be incorporated to make the
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system more responsive to users'
needs. However. most changes will
be transparent to the user.

NFMAS can be extremely valua
ble for determining the impacts of
increasing or decreasing a fire
budget for a local unit. The effect of
decreasing the number of engines
available to a local unit could have
far-reaching consequences on the
total resource program of that unit.

I
Disposing of FEPP Fire Equipment

I The Federal Excess Personal
Property (FEPP) Program has been
~ boon to wildland and rural fire
protection in this country for over
pO years. Disposing of the property
after it is no longer suitable for fire
~rotection can be worse than the
'plague, but the General Services
\A.dministration (GSA) and other
~gencies are working on the
[
problem.
I Much of the FEPP that becomes
available each year comes from the
[military services and is ideally
suited for fire protection. It IS

[rugged. off-road equipment
'designed to be used under pro
Ilonged battle conditions, similar to
fire suppression.

Federal agencies acquire FEPP
or their own use. The USDA

Forest Service picks up FEPP for
use on the National Forests and for
loan to the State Foresters for fire
protection. Both Federal and State
users of FEPP suffer the problem
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Decreasing the number of engines
could result in an increased demand
for fire and resource ground crews.
The consequence of decreasing the
number of engines available could
be less time available for crews to
accomplish other resource objec
tives (i.e., timber sale layout, camp
ground maintenance). Managers
should be using NFMAS to evalu
ate the impacts of program alterna-

of ultimate disposal of that prop
erty, especially when unusable
property is acquired.

When you no longer have need
for FEPP or when it's no longer
usable, to minimize disposal time
and problems, it is always prudent
to:
• Dispose of property promptly

when it becomes unusable in the
fire program.

• Store property subject to
weather conditions under cover.
Electronics, canvas and other
fabrics, inoperable machinery
and vehicles, and items subject
to rust or rot must be protected.
Damaged property will be
determined by GSA "to have no
commercial value" and delay
disposal of that property.

• Do not remove parts from fire
vehicles and other equipment if
this could cause disposal prob
lems. Removing cheap compo
nents that disable a piece of

lives on their total resource
program.

NFM AS can provide important
information that needs to be consi
dered when building program
proposals. NFMAS does not make
decisions; but it does provide valu
able information that the line
officer or decision maker can objec
tively base a decision upon.•

equipment so that it cannot be
operated and lubricated causes
moving parts to seize.

• Be wary of acquiring those
metals that require exotic weld
ing tools and materials.

• Be wary of acquiring those spe
cialized electronics and gadgets
that you would like to turn into
fire widgets in your "spare
time."

• Acquire only reasonable quanti-]
ties even though you may not
get a second chance at it. Not
getting a second chance could
be a blessing.

• Advise screeners that it's no
crime to come home without
freezing some FEPP. Transpor
tation and disposal costs on
unusable FEPP are a total
waste.

• Advise screeners of the time and
energy it takes to properly dis
pose of FEPP.

Less is Better! •

1988 Volume 49, Number 1
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Model for Workforce Diversity
Harry Croft

Budget officer. USDA Forest Service. Washington, DC

1
.J

Deputy Chief for State and Pri
vate Forestry, AI West, has given
the go-ahead for a nationwide
USDA Forest Service Fire and
Aviation Management civil rights
effort called"A Model for Work
force Diversity." A seven-member
team, led by Doug Bird, Fire and
Aviation Management Director of
Region 4, formulated an action
plan that will assume a major lead
ership role not only for the Wild
land fire management community,
but for the entire agency. Other
Forest Service members are Karyn
Wood, Region 6; Temple Tait
Ochs, Region 8; Van Elsbernd,
Washington Office; Preciliano Mar
tin, Region I; Carol Lyle, Region 4;
Jose Cruz, Region 6; and Harry
Croft, Washington Office.

The model addresses a long list of
civil rights issues that have been

specifically associated with the fire
management workforce. The thrust
of the model is to achieve popula
tion parity by increasing representa
tion of women and minorities
throughout the fire management
organization. "Mic" Arnicarella,
National Fire Director, organized
the team to draft a broader and
more responsive approach to deal
with past, present, and emerging
issues. A hands-on recruitment
package, specific and accountable
hiring goals, target funding, men
toring, recognition, and a strong
program to eliminate inappropriate
behavior are a few of the major
action items that will be developed
in the next several months.

A significant difference from
other past affirmative action efforts
is noteworthy. This model was pro
duced by "fire people for fire peo-

pie." Thus many Fire and Aviation
Management staff members will be
requested to help in the develop
ment of operational tasks for the
action plan. Fire and Aviation
Management has a reputation for
accomplishment; completion of the
civil rights action items will add to
the tradition of responsiveness. As
"Mic" said, "We can either be
proactive, seeking solutions our
selves to fire management work
force problems, or reactive with oth
ers telling us what to do." A final'
report and action plan will be sent
out to regional and field units by
the end of the year. Aggressive
implementation of the action plan
will be a significant challenge and
achievement for all fire managers.•
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NFPA To Establish Wildland
Fire Section
Dan W. Bailey

Zone/ire manager. USDA Forest Service Lolo National Forest,
Missoula, MT

~WILDtAND
" '. ~#I;lju"''t!rl#nWi'

NFPA .. SECTION

The increasing overlap of the
wildland and structural fire environ
ments has created new issues and
problems for wildland fire man
agement. As a result of this overlap,
the National Fire Protection Asso
ciation (N FPA) is establishing a
new membership section, titled the
Wildland Fire Management Sec
tion. This section will be an ideal
forum to share issues, ideas, and
concerns about wildland fire man
agement with individuals from both
the United States and other coun
tries. Members will have a unique
opportunity to identify areas of
need for standards and guidelines
that will provide state-of-the-art
information for all those involved
in issues relating to wildland fire.

Those involved in wildland fire
management will face many ques
tions over the next 10 years. Some
of the questions that the Wildland
Fire Management Section will be
dealing with include:
• What actions, if any, should

land management agencies take
to reduce- the increasing threat
to private homes from wildfires
burning on the public and pri
vate lands under their pro
tection?

• What can be done to encourage
interagency cooperation? Would
the preparation of videos and
other training materials based
on successful programs be bene
ficial?

• Historically, wildfire suppres
sion efforts have been based on
the assumption that the primary
values at risk are natural resour
ces. I f protecting homes is to
become an integral part of fire
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planning and operations, what
changes should be made in the
organization and training of
wildfire suppression forces?

• What new information and edu
cat ion programs are needed to
address the urban! rural! wild
land interface fire problems?

• What role does prescribed fire
have in inhabited wildlands?

Some of the benefits that the sec
tion will provide to members are;
• A newsletter of up-to-date

wildland fire management
information.

• Opportunity to participate in
the development of national and
international standards for wild
land fire management activities
(e.g.. the NFPA standard for
development and construction
in fire-prone wildlands is now in
draft form and will be available
for review in mid-1988).

• A forum for members to
exchange ideas with a much
broader audience of individuals
concerned with wildland fire
management.

• Opportunity to work on special
committees addressing particu
lar wildland fire issues.

• Interaction with other NFPA
sections and technical com
mittees.

• Access to codes that are used
as the basis of legislation and
regulation at all levels of
government.

Members will have access to both
the world's most extensive fire
experience data bases and the
Charles S. Morgan Technical
Library, the largest fire protection
collection of information in the

United States. The Fire Investiga
tion and Applied Research Division
conducts investigations of major
fires for use by technical commit
tees, pu blications, and individuals
in the fire community. A large line
of magazines, videotapes, slide tape
programs, films, and technical pub
lications about free protection is
available to members at a discount.

For additional information
regarding NFPA's Wildland Fire
Management Section, contact any
of the following:

NFPA
Gary Tokle
NFPA
Batterymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02269
(714) 770-3000

Southeast
Mike Long
Director of Fire Protection
Florida Division of Forestry
3125 Conner Boulevard
Tallahassee, FL 3230 I
(904) 488-6111

Northeast
Jeff Haas
Coordinator
Minnesota I ncident Command
System

P.O. Box 370
St. Cloud. MN 56302
(612) 255-4277

Roger Trimble
U.S. Department of the 1nterior
Bureau of Land Management
Washington, DC 20240
(202) 653-8800
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"I Rocky Mountains/Canada
Dan W. Bailey
Zone Fire Manager
USDA Forest Service
Lolo National Forest
Building 24A, Fort Missoula
Missoula, MT 59801
(406) 329-3933
FTS 585-3933

Randy lafferty
65 Front Street
Nancirno, BC v9R5H9
(604) 753-1112

John Marker
USDA Forest Service
Pacific Northwest Region
319SW Pine Street
Portland, OR 97208

Southwest/Northwest
Carol Rice
Wildland Resource Management
134Journey's End
Walnut Creek, CA 94595
(415) 944-5282

Don Feser
interagency Hot Shot Crew
Superintendent

Cleveland National Forest
880 Front Street
San Diego, CA 92188
(714) 678-2944

Gene LaBlanc
Fire Chief
Truckee Meadows Fire

Protection District
10 Kirman Avenue
Reno, NY 89502

. (702) 785-4322
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Chief Don Perry
Santa Barbara County Fire

Department
4410 Cathedral Oaks Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93110
(805) 682-5500
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BLM Smokejumpers
I Bureau of land Management
(BlM) smokejumping in the Great
Basin began in mid-July 1980, when,
is jumpers and a Volpar aircraft
\vere temporarily detailed to West
ern Slope Fire Operations in Grand,
Junction, CO. The plan to augment
existing BlM forces with a rapid
initial attack capability proved to
he very successful and the detail
ras subsequently renewed until
'1985. At that time, logistical con
~iderations dictated the permanent
~eassignment of 20 smokejumpers,
from Fairbanks, AK to California
BlM. This crew was to be staged
but of Redding, CA with the same
[mission of providing rapid response
to fires in the Great Basin. In 1986
lhese jumpers and an additional 20,
from Fairbanks were consolidated
bt the Boise Interagency Fire Center,
(BIFe) and housed in the existing
loft facility.
I The rationale behind the estab
lishment of a BLM jumper program
~t BIFC is to make available to,
Great Basin fire control personnel
an extremely mobile corps of highly
trained and motivated firefighters.,
rhese smokejumpers can be used to
reinforce and assist existing engine
~nd helicopter forces; provide a
I ... .•,. 1..1 -I" •poor 01 strrxe team. Ieaders, envision
group supervisors, air attack bosses
and fire line explosives experts; and

I

Dick Montague
1465 Aneche Glen
Escondido, CA 92026
(415) 930-9338.

work fires in areas inaccessibleto
engines or helicopters. Advances in
parachute technology, some of
them the result of BLM research
and development, have opened up
areas in the Great Basin previously
considered unsafe to jumpers.
While wind and terrain still demand
great consideration, it is now possi
ble to put people on nearly every
fire.

Current plans call for 25 BIFC
jumpers to head north in May to
assist with the Alaska fire season.
They will remain in Fairbanks until
mid-July, and then return tempo
rarily to BIFC before being preposi
tioned in the Great Basin. In early
June, a crew of jumpers and a plane
will be prepositioned in Las Vegas,
NY Other temporary duty stations
will include Grand Junction, Car
son City, Ely, Elko, and Winne
mucca, NY; and Caliente, and
Bishop, CA.

The operating philosophy of
BLM smokejumpers in Boise, ID,
and Fairbanks, AK, is to train and
field the best wildland firefighters in
the United States. A demanding
training program as well as con
stant improvements in jump-related
equipment have created a tough,
versatile cadre ready to re:spoJld to
fire emergencies in virtually any ter
rain or climatic conditions.•
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.Morefamilies aremoving
awayfromtheforestand

intonewhomes.

Each year forestfires forcesomepeople to leave their homes near the forest, fora more
permanent placeof residence. The next time you're in the forest think about .
that. Please. And remember to be careful with fire. Because a forest fire can IlIDUI'

kill a lot more than trees. Remember, onlyyoucan preventforestfires. •
l!I A publicservice of theAd Coum:i1, theU,sDA, Forest ServiceandyourStateForester:
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Forest fires
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